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Recently, the application of Irda, Bluetooth, 802.11-based 
Wireless LAN, and GPRS cellular system have been widely 
used in communication network. The advances of computer 
technology and the population of wireless equipment have 
promoted the quality of our daily life. The trend of recent 
communication technology is how to make good use of wireless 
equipments for constructing an ubiquitous communication 
environment. This project is an integrated project. A Multi-Tier 
Ad Hoc Network that consists of Bluetooth, 802.11, GPRS 
radio systems is considered in this project. The goal of the 
integrated project is to develop wireless technologies for 
providing users with high-performance communication services 
in the Multi-Tier wireless network. This sub-project is 3-year 
sub-project that mainly focuses on developing communication 
protocols for providing users with unicast, multicast, broadcast, 
information collection, and geocast services in Multi-Tier 
wireless network. In the first year, we develop network resource 
management protocols and communication protocols for 
multi-tier network consisting of Bluetooth, 802.11 and GPRS 
networks. Channel assignment protocols and routing protocols 
are designed to provide mobile stations with efficient 
communication. We also modify the Bluetooth and 802.11 
drivers on Linux system and try to construct and control the 
multi-tier network. Packet generator and monitor modules are 
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?????Multi-tier Ad hoc Network?????????????????????????????? 
??????? PDA? Notebook?? Bluetooth???? Bluetooth Device????????? Bluetooth 
Chip? Driver? PDA??? Notebook??? Linux ????? Affix Bluetooth Driver??Windows 
XP ??? Bluetooth Driver? 
????????????Bluetooth PDA?Notebook(?? Linux ??Window XP ??Bluetooth Driver) 
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z HCI Command? 
i. ???? Affix Driver?? HCI???? User Interface?? Driver Interface? Bluetooth 
Device?????? 
ii. ?? HCI???? Klike?? Function code???????? Bluetooth?????? 
iii. ?? HCI????? Blustooth Chip? Inquery/Inquery Scan? Page/Page Scan????
?????? Bluetooth? Piconet/Scatternet ?????????? 
iv. ? User Interface? Driver Interface?? Bluetooth Control Module???????? HCI
?????????????????????????? 
v. BT Driver Interface??? Bluetooth Chip????? Linux OS???????????
???? Driver Interface ??????? Packet ????????????????
Routing Protocol???????? 
vi. User Interface???????????????????? User?? Bluetooth????
User??????????? Bluetooth Connection????????? Packet??/?
??? 
??????????????????? User ?? Bluetooth ???? User ???????????




Linux??????????? Affix Procedure??? Bluetooth Driver???????????????
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 ??? Bluetooth Device ????????? 
??????btctl inquiry <length> 
??????btctl discovery <length>  
<length> = ????? 
 ?????? Bluetooth Device Address 
btctl bdaddr 
 ????????? Bluetooth Device??? 
btctl name [<name>] 
 ???? Bluetooth Device??? 
btctl remotename <bda> 
<bda>= Bluetooth Device Address 
 ???? discovery? connect 
btctl scan [+|-] [disc|conn] 
 ????? Bluetooth Device??? 
btctl role <allow|deny> <master|slave> 
 ???? Bluetooth Device 
btctl connect <address> [<channel> | [service_type]] 
 ???? Bluetooth Device?? 
btctl disconnect [line] 
 ?????? Bluetooth Device 
btctl status 
 ???????? Bluetooth Device 
btctl push <address> [<channel>] <file name> 
 ?? OBEX ftp 
           btctl ftp 
 ???? 




ls [<address> [<channel>]] 
 ????????? 
put [<address> [<channel>]] <file name> 
 ??????? 






push <address> [<channel>] <file name> 
 ?????? 
rm [<address> [<channel>]] <file name> 
 ?????? 
cd <dir name> 
 ?????? 
mkdir <dir name>  
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